Aims. This study aims to determine the impact of stellar binary companions on the lifetime and evolution of circumstellar disks in the Chamaeleon I (Cha I) star-forming region by measuring the frequency and strength of accretion and circumstellar dust signatures around the individual components of T Tauri binary stars. Methods. We used high-angular resolution adaptive optics JHK s L ′ -band photometry and 1.5-2.5µm spectroscopy of 19 visual binary and 7 triple stars in Cha I -including one newly discovered tertiary component -with separations between ∼25 and ∼1000 au. The data allowed us to infer stellar component masses and ages and, from the detection of near-infrared excess emission and the strength of Brackett-γ emission, the presence of ongoing accretion and hot circumstellar dust of the individual stellar component of each binary. Results. Of all the stellar components in close binaries with separations of 25-100 au, 10
Introduction
Binary stars are among the most important branches of stellar formation. Owing to their observationally complex nature, the impact of a stellar companion on the evolution of the circumstellar disks, however, has yet to be explored in detail. Analytical and numerical studies consistently predict the outer truncation radius of a circumstellar disk to be less than one half of the binary separation (Artymowicz & Lubow 1994; Armitage et al. 1999; Pichardo et al. 2005) . Since typical binary separations are on the order of a few ten to a few 100 au (Leinert et al. 1993; Mathieu 1994) , disks around binary star components are significantly smaller than their 100-1000 au single star counterparts -a prediction qualitatively confirmed by the reduced flux in submm binary observations (Jensen et al. 1994 (Jensen et al. , 1996 Harris et al. 2012) . The resulting systems allow one to explore disk evolution with parameters that are distinct from single stars ⋆ Based on observations collected at the European Organisation for Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere, Chile. ESO Data ID: 086.C-0762. ⋆⋆ e-mail: daemgen@astro.utoronto.ca in terms of disk size, mass, and irradiation. Observational exploration of these systems helps to advance the understanding of disk structure and evolution: the distribution of material in the disk, dust particle dynamics, and grain growth leave an imprint in the photometric and spectroscopic signatures of the stardisk systems. These can be compared with either predictions of disk evolution models (e.g., Kley et al. 2008; Zsom et al. 2011; Müller & Kley 2012) or the distribution of planets in binary systems (Roell et al. 2012) . Comparison with the latter constrains planet formation scenarios by reflecting whether the conditions in the modified disks, e.g., evolutionary timescales, are favorable for the formation of planets or not.
Results from previous studies of visual T Tauri binary stars draw an inconclusive picture: While the correlation of disk size and mass with time until the disk disperses is expected from evolutionary models (e.g., Monin et al. 2007 ), observations appear to return no clear signature. For example, mixed binary systems consisting of one component harboring a disk and one bare stellar component exist in both configurationsthe more massive or less massive component can be the diskbearing component (White & Ghez 2001; Hartigan & Kenyon 2003; Prato et al. 2003; Monin et al. 2007; Daemgen et al. 2012; Correia et al. 2013, submitted) . Accordingly, the larger and more massive disk or smaller and less massive disk may disappear first. As in the single-star case, the individual binary components appear to lose their inner disk between < 1 Myr and ∼10 Myr ).
Nevertheless, binary disk lifetimes are typically shorter than in single stars and the less massive component loses its disk -on average -first (Monin et al. 2007 ). Most of the signatures, however, are blurred or may even remain undiscovered since the typically small sample sizes require combining data from different star-forming regions and from a wide mass range. This results in degeneracies when one tries to separate mutual influences in the parameter space, as stellar masses and the cluster environment are known to have significant influence on disk evolution. Larger sample sizes could so far only be investigated for spatially unresolved systems that measure, e.g., the total disk mass in a binary system. While binary trends, suche as an accelerated disk dispersal, could be confirmed Cieza et al. 2009 ), variations with component mass and age as well as differential component disk evolution were not accessible to these studies.
Only few studies tackled these limitations by observing unbiased samples with coherent observational methods. Dedicated spatially resolved binary observations of the dense Orion Nebula cluster (ONC; Daemgen et al. 2012; Correia et al. 2013 ) and the young Taurus association (White & Ghez 2001 ) feature results which, however, require substantiation with data from other starforming regions. On one hand, new observations can be used to decide which characteristics are universal and which are features of the individual regions under consideration. On the other hand, a careful selection of the target samples may allow one to extract information about disk properties as a function of crucial parameters such as, e.g., age and mass.
To expand the size of an available coherent dataset of disks in visual binaries, this paper focuses on the Chamaeleon I (Cha I) region. As part of the Chamaeleon complex, the Cha I dark cloud is close to the Sun (160±15 pc; Whittet et al. 1997 ) with an age distribution peaking between 2 and 3 Myr (Luhman 2007) . Of the ∼250 currently known stellar and substellar members ∼50% show evidence of a circumstellar disk (Luhman et al. 2008 ). Close to 40 binaries and higher order multiples are known in a separation range between 16 and 1000 au, which implies a multiplicity fraction of about 30% -higher by a factor of ∼1.9 than in the field (Lafrenière et al. 2008) . Not only does Cha I's proximity grant access to spatially resolved visual binaries with separations as close as a few tens of au through using adaptive optics on 8 m-class telescopes, but its older age compared with Taurus and the ONC can also provide first insights on disk evolution with time.
The study presented in this paper explores a sample of 26 multiple stars in the Chamaeleon I star-forming region. The presence of accretion and/or hot dust in the circumstellar disks is evaluated for each individual stellar component using highangular resolution near-infrared photometry and spectroscopy. This study complements our previous observations of the ONC (Daemgen et al. 2012; Correia et al. 2013 ) to explore the evolution of circumstellar disks in binaries as a function of age and environment. The observations are part of our ongoing efforts to characterize disk evolution as a function of stellar and binary parameters, with the goal of composing a coherent picture of star and planet formation in multiple stellar systems.
Observations and data reduction

Sample definition
Nineteen binaries and seven triple stars, including one newly discovered tertiary component to T 33 B, were observed in the Chamaeleon I star-forming region, with both SINFONI/VLT H+K-band integral field spectroscopy and close-in-time NACO/VLT JHK s L ′ imaging between December 2010 and April 2011. Twenty-four of the targets were selected from the binary survey by Lafrenière et al. (2008) and two likely hosts of sub-stellar companions were additionally included (CHXR 73, Luhman et al. 2006; T 14, Schmidt et al. 2008) . This sample of 26 multiples is designed to contain nearly all multiples in Cha I in the separation range of 0.
′′ 2 to ∼6 ′′ known when the targets were selected, which is equal to ∼30-1000 au at the distance of Cha I. The separation range was chosen to ensure high-quality spatially resolved observations of the individual binary components with ground-based adaptive optics-assisted spectroscopy. The brighter component of each binary was required to be brighter than V = 16.7, R = 17, and K = 13.5 to serve as the adaptive optics guide star for our NACO and SINFONI observations. All multiples were selected to have at least one component with a spectral type (SpT) in the T Tauri range, i.e., G-type or later. While typically all components of each multiple fulfill this criterion, two binaries have primary stars of comparably early spectral type (T 26 A, G0; T 41 A, B9). These components are excluded from some of the discussion in Sect. 3 to minimize the impact of biases caused by their relatively high mass. Likewise, the two substellar companions to CHXR 73 and T 14 were excluded because they turned out to be too faint for most of the spectroscopic evaluation. All multiples are confirmed members of Cha I, as inferred from their space velocity and indicators of youth (position in H-R diagram, infrared-excess, lithium abundance, stellar activity, Luhman 2004; Luhman et al. 2008) . Physical binarity was studied by Lafrenière et al. (2008) and Vogt et al. (2012) through assessing the local stellar density and co-motion of binary components. While these authors found the probability of chance alignments to be < 10 −4 for all but the widest binaries, physical association of the wide T 6, T 26, and T 39 multiples was confirmed through multi-epoch imaging data. In addition, the spectroscopy from this study allows us to rule out background giants, and we did not detect significant changes in separation and position angle for any multiples of the sample when we compared with previously published measurements. The previously undetected companion to T 33 B is discussed and shown to be physically related in Sect. 3.5. In the following, we will treat all multiples as physically bound systems.
In every multiple, the brighter component in K s -band is referred to as the primary or "A" component. This typically means that they are of earlier spectral type and thus higher mass than the other members of each system. In two cases (T 39, Hn 4) the inferred mass of the B component is higher than that of the brightest component in K s . T 39 B is a spectroscopic binary that we were unable to resolve (Nguyen et al. 2012) . Its mass is accordingly very likely overestimated and T 39 B not the most massive component of this higher-order multiple system. To be consistent with previous publications, we kept the identifiers as they are (the brighter component in K s is referred to as A) but treated the more massive component as the primary for the derivation of, e.g., mass ratios. Nguyen et al. (2012) examined all but five of our targets for spectroscopic binarity and found CHXR 28 B, T 31 A, and T 39 B to show signs of spectroscopic binarity (see Table 1 ).
Nguyen et al. also reported CHXR 47 and Hn 4 as spectroscopic binary candidates. These authors found, however, that the known visual companions are likely identical to the spectroscopic companions in their data. Since it is not possible to measure separate spectral or photometric properties of the spectroscopic components from our observations, the combined properties were used where applicable and possible implications of the binary nature are highlighted. These targets are excluded from those parts of the discussion where knowledge of the individual component properties is required.
Five of the six triple stars in this sample show a clear hierarchical structure. Whenever binary parameters (such as separation, mass ratios) are discussed, these triples are included as two binary stars, one consisting of the close binary system, the other one using the combined characteristics of the close binary (total system mass, center position, etc.) to compose a binary with the wide tertiary component. One triple, T 39, does not show a distinct hierarchical structure and is either seen in a projection that veils an existing hierarchy, or its components are currently in an unstable non-hierarchical configuration (for a discussion see Lafrenière et al. 2008) . We include this system as two binaries consisting of the AB and AC components, respectively (see Fig. 1 for the configuration).
A list of the targets, spectroscopic binarity, and the dates of the observations can be found in Table 1 .
NACO imaging: photometry and astrometry
Observations and data reduction
All targets were observed with NAOS-CONICA (NACO; Lenzen et al. 2003; Rousset et al. 2003) imaging on UT4 of the Very Large Telescope (VLT). The adaptive optics system NAOS always used the brightest multiple component (or the binary itself for close systems) as a guide star. All components of each target were observed in the same field of view in four broad-band filters (JHK s L ′ ) during a single night to minimize the impact of variability. Observations in JHK s use the N90C10 dichroic and the S13 camera with a pixel scale of 13.26 mas/pix, L ′ uses the IR wavefront sensor and the L27 camera with 27.1 mas/pix. Typical values of measured FWHM of our point sources are 0.
′′ 074 in J, 0. ′′ 070 in H, 0. ′′ 077 in K s , and 0. ′′ 11 in L ′ . The derotator was used to keep the north/south direction aligned with the columns of the detector. All targets were observed in a fiveposition on-source dither pattern to allow for sky subtraction. Total integration times per target and filter are between 50 and 800 sec in JHK s -band and equal to 176 sec in L ′ , with the exception of the substellar companion host CHXR 73 of 528 sec. Photometric standard stars were always observed during the same night with the same instrumental setup as the science observations as part of the standard NACO calibration plan.
Pipeline-reduced data products were provided in the ESO data package for all science targets. A subsample was compared to images manually reduced with the NACO pipeline in Gasgano 1 with the recommended settings to confirm their usability for photometric and astrometric analysis. The difference between the two reductions was negligible (photometry, noise), thus the provided data products were used for the photometry. Manual pipeline reduction, however, was required for the photometric standards, since no reduced data were available. For both the standards and science targets, the pipeline performs flat-fielding using lamp-flats and sky subtraction. After all the 1 v2.4.0, http://www.eso.org/sci/software/gasgano/ dithered images per target and filter were shifted and averaged, residual bad pixels were removed by substitution with the median value of the surrounding good pixels.
Images of all spatially resolved previously known multiples in the K s -band are shown in Fig. 1 . The close binary companions in the triple systems T 26 and T 31 could not be resolved. Their binarity is revealed only by their elongated shapes (Fig. 2 ) in these observations with a FWHM of ∼0.
′′ 07. The estimated separations are 0.
′′ 05 (T 26B) and ∼0. ′′ 07 (T 31B). The tertiary component to T 33 has not been reported before (Fig. 2) and its physical association with the system is assessed in Sect. 3.5.
Photometry and astrometry
Using a combination of calibrated and differential component photometry, JHK s L ′ photometry of all target components was measured.
Differential photometry was obtained through simultaneous aperture photometry of pairs of stars in the image (typically the two binary components). Triple stars allowed using accurate PSF photometry with the daophot task in IRAF using the PSF of the wide tertiary component as a reference. Despite possible isoplanatic effects of the adaptive optics correction, subtracting of the flux-scaled reference resulted in residuals with typical amplitudes ≪1% of the original component flux.
Separations and position angles, were inferred from the results obtained with IRAF daofind, which returns stellar positions with an accuracy of a fraction of a pixel, or 0.
′′ 01. The derotator was used to keep north up, so the inferred position angles are assumed to be absolute with a systematic uncertainty of 0.5
• .
The photometric calibration was performed with photometric standard stars observed during the same night or a night as close in time as possible, where the latter case is validated by the stablility of the zeropoint over the duration of several nights (rms error∼0.02 mag). Apertures of ∼0.
′′ 5-1. ′′ 9 radius were used, either enclosing one binary component or, for close companions, both components of a binary. We extracted the standard star photometry with the same individual apertures to avoid aperture corrections. Errors of the derived zeropoints caused by the variable adaptive optics PSF wings were estimated to be < 0.05 mag. Apparent magnitudes were then calculated considering normalized instrumental magnitudes, airmasses, Paranal extinction coefficients, and photometric zeropoints. The resulting photometry is listed in Table 2 together with the measured separations and position angles.
Two stars in the sample, T 26 A and T 33 A, turned out to be too bright for observations in L ′ -band with NACO. Their saturated L ′ photometry cannot be used for further evaluation. The brown dwarf companion candidate T 14 B remains undetected in J.
All JHK s photometry presented in this section was observed in or converted to the 2MASS system (Cutri et al. 2003) , L ′ photometry was converted to the ESO system when necessary (van der Bliek et al. 1996) . Photometry with NACO needs no transformation to be compatible with this system and the photometry of the standard stars is available in these filters 2 . For all other necessary transformations of JHK s L ′ photometry (e.g. CTTS locus, extinction vector; Sect. 3.1) the recipes of Bessell & Brett (1988) and Carpenter (2001) were used. (d) The spectroscopic companions to Hn 4 and CHXR 47 are probably identical to the visual companions in this paper (see Nguyen et al. 2012) . ′′ 05 and just at the FWHM for T 31 BaBb. The K s -band image of T 33 (right) shows the newly discovered faint tertiary component close to T 33 B. The physical association of all three components is discussed in Sect. 3.5. Image stretches and orientation are the same as in Fig. 1 . Some targets were observed multiple times for various reasons like bad weather, poor Strehl correction, or a missing photometric reference in one or more filters. The subset of repetitions that returned data of good quality in one or more filters were reduced and measured as described. More than half of all targets with repeated measurements exhibited significant photometric variability of up to ∼0.2 mag and differential magnitude differences of 0.1 mag. A scatter of this magnitude can be caused by several mechanisms, including intrinsic variability through chromospheric activity, variable accretion, or occultation from a warped inner disk as a result of magnetospheric stardisk interaction (e.g., Carpenter et al. 2001; Bouvier et al. 1999; Alencar et al. 2010) .
Despite occasional re-observations in individual filters, for all targets only one complete set of observations exists, i.e., all of JHK s L ′ were observed during one night together with photometric references. These observations were used for subsequent evaluation.
2.3. SINFONI H+K-band IFU spectroscopy 2.3.1. Observations and data reduction Integral field spectroscopy was obtained with SINFONI (Eisenhauer et al. 2003; Bonnet et al. 2004 ) on the VLT. All observations used the adaptive optics module, locked on the brightest multiple component or close binary. The offered H+K configuration was used to obtain simultaneous spectroscopy from ∼1.5 to ∼2.5 µm for an array of 32×64 spatial pixels. Depending on the separation of the target binary, one of the 0.25, 0.1, or 0.025 pre-optics was used, resulting in a final spatial pixel scale in the reduced images (after resampling) of 0.
′′ 125/pix, 0. ′′ 05/pix, and 0.
′′ 0125/pix. The spectral resolution is R ≈ 1500 with ∼5 Å/pix in dispersion direction. The typical FWHM is ∼0.
′′ 10-0.
′′ 25, sufficient to spatially resolve all binaries and wide tertiary components in the sample. All close components in triples, however, are only marginally resolved and only the combined spectra were used for further evaluation. Except for CHXR 73, all targets were observed in a four-position dither pattern. In the two larger scales (0.25 and 0.1 pre-optics) all four dithers were on source; the two closest binaries (Hn 4 and CHXR 47) were observed with alternating on-and off-source dithers with the 0.025 pre-optics. The total integration time was 2 min per target. To increase the S/N of the faint secondary around CHXR 73, this target was observed with 16 dither positions totaling 32 min of integration time. Each science observation was accompanied by the observation of a bright telluric standard star of known spectral type (B2 to B6) with identical system settings at similar airmass.
As suggested in the SINFONI data reduction cookbook 3 , we removed a pattern of dark lines from all science and calibration files -caused by a hard-coded bias-removal of the SINFONI instrument -with the provided IDL script. The subsequent reduction of all science and telluric reference frames used the standard SINFONI pipeline in EsoRex 4 . The pipeline executes bad-pixel removal, flat-fielding using a lamp flat, background subtraction, and wavelength calibration. A correction for differential atmospheric refraction was applied to exposures using the pre-optics 0.1 and 0.025. For each set of 4 or 16 dither exposures, the pipeline outputs a data cube that consists of 2172 fully reduced and combined 2D images, each corresponding to a wavelength between 14 750 and 24 930Å, in steps of 5Å.
Before extracting the stellar 1D spectra from the data cubes, unusable pixel data (residual bad pixels, nearby "negative stars" from the sky subtraction, or blending with other stars in the image) were replaced by the median value computed in a two pixelwide annulus around the defect at the wavelength they occur. The accuracy of this method was tested by applying the median substitution to good regions in a test cube. The difference between the extracted flux from the regular and the partly substituted cube was lower than 1% at all wavelengths.
All spectra were extracted twice with slightly different algorithms for different purposes: (a) to be compared with template spectra, which required a good recovery of the overall spectral shape, and (b) to measure Brγ emission with a good signal-tonoise ratio (S/N). (e) These previously known visual binary components could not be resolved with our NACO adaptive optics observations. System photometry is listed.
( f ) These components are not separated in the L ′ -band images. The combined photometry returns L ′ Ba+Bb = 8.60 ± 0.03. (g) As no clear hierarchy is visible, sep. and PA of the secondary and tertiary components with respect to the primary are given.
(a) Extraction with preservation of the spectral slope.
Because adaptive optics correction produces a wavelengthdependent PSF, we applied a custom extraction routine. To accommodate the curved trace of each star throughout the cube (the position of the star between 1.5 and 2.4 µm can differ by up to more than 1 spatial pixels) and the changing shape of the PSF as a function of wavelength, the center of each stellar component (target and standard) was traced and fitted by a fourth-order polynomial and its wavelength-dependent FWHM λ measured at every λ by fitting a two-dimensional Moffat profile to the stellar disk. Multiple extractions were then conducted for each target component with aperture radii equal to 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 times the measured FWHM λ . If the target PSF appeared to be strongly elliptical, or if two very close components of a multiple were extracted together, elliptical apertures were used, designed from an elliptical 2D Moffat profile fit. To make sure that the overall shape of the extracted spectrum was conserved, all extractions were compared the result from the largest aperture (10×FWHM λ ), which contains close to 100% of the flux. All extractions that agreed with this reference spectrum to better than 5% at all wavelengths were then examined for their noise. The extraction with the highest S/N was selected (typically 2-4×FWHM λ ).
(b) Extraction with maximum signal to noise. To determine the Brγ flux, only local correction is necessary. Thus, the overall spectral shape does not need to be conserved and the extraction can be optimized for S/N in the Brγ region. This was achieved by using small extraction apertures (0.5-1×FWHM λ ). The typical improvement in S/N over the continuum-conserving extraction at λ Brγ is a factor of ∼2. In the following, we refer to the results from (a) as flux-conserved extraction and from (b) as high-S/N extraction.
Standard-star spectra were extracted with the same procedures. To produce pure telluric spectra, convolved only with the instrumental profile, intrinsic absorption lines (except Brγ) were removed by interpolating the continuum. Since a careful recovery of Brγ flux is crucial for measuring accretion, this absorption line was removed according to the procedure described in Daemgen et al. (2012) , which uses an estimate of the telluric spectrum around Brγ from target spectra with neither absorption nor emission in this line. We corrected for the intrinsic continuum shape of the standard stars by dividing blackbody spectra with T eff according to their spectral type. Telluric wavelenghts were fine-tuned by applying subpixel shifts after crosscorrelation of 20-pixel-wide sections of the telluric and target spectra.
For two of our target multiples, CHXR 9C and CHXR 71, two epochs of data with good S/N were taken (see Table 1 ). Both data sets were reduced and extracted according to the scheme detailed above. Since no significant variability was apparent in the data, both extractions of all respective components were averaged to increase the S/N.
The final S/N of the reduced spectra depends on source brightness but never drops below 20 anywhere in the spectral windows of H and K-band for the shape-conserved reductions except for the two substellar companions. The typical S/N per pixel around Brγ in the high-S/N reduction is around 80. The spectral region of low atmospheric transparency between 18000 and 20000 Å has a low S/N and was not used in the following. The final reduced and extracted spectra of all multiple star components are shown in Appendix A, the most important stellar absorption features (see Table 3 ) and Brγ are marked. 
Flux calibration
After extraction, all spectra were flux-calibrated with a routine similar to the one described in Daemgen et al. (2012) . K s -band photometry was compared with synthetic photometry derived from convolving the uncalibrated SINFONI H+K spectra with a K s filter curve, which is superior to an extraction with H or H+K filters in terms of noise and Brγ calibration. Since the total flux of the high-S/N spectra is not conserved, these use the calibration factor derived from the flux-conserved extraction of the same target. Table 2 . The data are compared with the sequence of dwarfs and giants, the CTTS locus, and to a sequence of K4-M9 pre-main sequence stars taken from Luhman et al. (2010) . The data show a clear clustering around the tip of the PMS sequence at a spectral type ∼M1.
Results
Color-color diagram: photometric extinctions and color excesses
The color-color diagrams were used to derive photometric extinctions. The extinction A phot V of a target component was determined by moving it toward bluer colors along the reddening vector in the (J−H)-(H−K s ) diagram until intersecting either the CTTS locus or the PMS sequence. To decide whether to deredden to the CTTS locus or the PMS sequence, the (H−K s )-(K s −L ′ ) diagram was used since here the CTTS locus is clearly separate from the PMS, dwarf, and giant sequences. Targets that are clearly associated with the CTTS locus in (H−K s )-(K s −L ′ ), i.e., fall along it or cannot otherwise be dereddened to the PMS sequence, were dereddened to the corresponding CTTS locus in (J−H)-(H−K s ). All other target components were dereddened to the PMS sequence. Any targets with J−H 0.5 were assigned an extinction of A V =0. Uncertainties were determined from dereddening according to the uncertainties of the color measurements. The photometric extinctions A phot V are listed in Table 2 . Table 2 . Data are shown as red crosses, the giant and dwarf sequences (thin continuous lines) from Bessell & Brett (1988) , the CTTS locus (Meyer et al. 1997) , and a reddening vector of length A V = 10 mag (Cohen et al. 1981 ) are overplotted. The dotted locus just above the dwarf sequence is the sequence derived from PMS stars in Luhman et al. (2010) . Targets between the two dash-dotted lines can be dereddened to the PMS locus.
Component extinctions of some of the wider binaries are published in Luhman (2007) , and values typically agree to within ∆A V ≈ ±1 mag (after conversion A J = 0.276A V ; Cohen et al. 1981) .
Color excesses were derived for all targets according to
with reference (K s −L ′ ) 0 dwarf colors, converted to the 2MASS system, from Bessell & Brett (1988) according to the spectral types in Table 4 (see Sect. 3.2). It is possible that the derived excesses over-or underestimate the real excess, since the near-IR colors of low-mass PMS stars and dwarfs of the same spectral type differ by up to a few times 0.1 mag (compare e.g. Bessell & Brett 1988 with Luhman et al. 2010 . Since there are no well-calibrated K s −L ′ values for pre-main sequence stars available in the literature, we estimated the size of this effect by comparing PMS (K−[3.6]) colors (Luhman et al. 2010 ) to dwarf K s −L ′ colors and found a difference between 0.05 and 0.17 mag in the spectral type range between K4 and M6. Although the Spitzer/IRAC [3.6]-band and L ′ are not identical, this gives an indication of the magnitude of this effect. We assigned systematic uncertainties of 0.2 mag to the derived E K s −L ′ values in Table 2 .
Spectral types, extinction and veiling
To measure spectral types, veiling, and to obtain another independent estimate of extinction, we compared the extracted fluxconserved spectra with dwarf spectra from the IRTF library in a similar way as described for ONC stars in Daemgen et al. (2012) . Since Cha I is older than the ONC, the spectra in this sample will be even more similar to dwarf spectra in the IRTF library. Indeed, the strong concentration of Cha I targets along the dwarf sequence in a W(Na (Fig. 4) indicates the similarity between the depth of the photospheric absorption features and thus the surface gravity log g between dwarfs and the Cha I PMS stars. Accordingly, dwarf spectra were assumed to be suited to serve as templates and were used to derive spectral parameters. Comparison of the Cha I target components with dwarfs (red continuous) and giants (blue dashed) from the IRTF spectral library in terms of their equivalent widths in the mostly temperature sensitive Na I and Ca I lines and the surface-gravitysensitive 12 CO band heads. The dwarf and giant loci are derived from the IRTF spectral library (see Fig. 4 in Daemgen et al. 2012) . Strong veiling reduces the measured equivalent widths and explains the clustering of targets close to the origin and to the left of the dwarf sequence.
To limit the number of templates that need to be tested for their compatibility with each target spectrum, we initially selected the spectral types following the extinctionindependent Wilking's Q (Wilking et al. 1999) and I H 2 O indices (Comerón et al. 2000) . Since our observations do not cover the whole wavelength range used by the original definition of Q = F1/F2 (F3/F2) 1.22 [with F1 (2.07-2.13 µm), F2 (2.276-2.285 µm), and F3 (2.4-2.5 µm)], we redefined the last bin to be F3 * =2.4-2.43 µm. The introduced wavelength dependence of Q is not significant in the limited spectral type range of the target sample, as was tested on template spectra of the same spectral types. A second-order polynomial was fit to both indices ( 
with a residual scatter of < 2 subclasses. Both indices become independent of spectral type for spectral types earlier than ∼M1 and were used only for determinations between M1 and L0. Q and I H 2 O were calculated for the flux-conserved spectra of all targets. The two spectral type estimates, (SpT M ) Q and (SpT M ) I H 2 O which typically agree to within three subclasses, were averaged for each target. The subsequent detailed inspection of these and another ±three subclasses was usually sufficient to find the best match between the spectral templates and the target component spectra. Targets with spectral types earlier than M1 were determined without this preselection.
The final best-fitting template was selected by analyzing the absolute and relative strength of multiple T eff -dependent absorption features in H and K-band (e.g. Na I, Ca I, Al I, Mg I, Si I, see Table 3 ) by visual comparison of the continuum-subtracted target spectra with the selection of IRTF spectra. The resulting spectral type uncertainties are typically between 0.5 and 2 subclasses, estimated from the range of possible spectral type matches. Attempts to use an automatic spectral type determination from line ratios did not return similarly good results. This is due to the weak strength of most absorption lines at the low spectral resolution of R ≈ 1400 and the comparably uncertain continuum determination in the near-IR spectra.
The template with the best spectral type was modified by adding artificial reddening and veiling in three iterations, each with refined grids in extinction A V , continuum excess k, and constant c according to
(cf. Prato et al. 2003) . The best-fitting parameter combination and all uncertainties were derived through χ 2 minimization (for details see Daemgen et al. 2012) .
Owing to the relatively wide wavelength range of (∼1.45-2.43 µm) of these observations, we tested whether the veiling can safely be assumed to be independent of λ. As suggested by observations of e.g. Muzerolle et al. (2003) , veiling can take the shape of a blackbody at the dust sublimation temperature. To simulate this, the constant k was multiplied with a blackbody curve of temperature 1500 K and the fitting was repeated. The new best fits were at best indistinguishable from the fitting with constant excess, but mostly visibly worse, and the best χ 2 was also typically larger. Consequently, k was assumed to be constant for the derivation of r K . The resulting best-fitting spectral types A spec V and r K are listed in Table 4 . Best-fit templates typically fit the target spectrum very well over the wavelength range between ∼1.7 and ∼2.43 µm. The wavelength range between ∼1.5 and ∼ 1.7 µm is only fit well in ∼70% of the cases. Part of these deviations can be explained by uncertainties in the spectral extraction routine, which are larger at short wavelengths due to a lower Strehl ratio. The majority of deviations, however, are most likely due to broad water absorption features at 1.38 µm and 1.87 µm, which produce a characteristic triangular continuum shape in young late-type spectra (e.g., Sato et al. 1992 ) that is not as pronounced in dwarf spectra because of their higher surface gravity. That surface gravity is indeed the reason for the deviant continuum at < 1.7 µm is demonstrated in Fig. 6 , which shows that target components with the strongest bias toward the giant locus (i.e., with the lowest log g, intermediate between that of dwarfs and giants) are almost exclusively stars that strongly deviate from dwarf spectra at <1.7 µm. To estimate the impact of a poor fit at wavelengths < 1.7 µm on the parameter extraction, test fits were run in a limited wavelength range of 1.7-2.43 µm and compared with the fitting over the whole range. The changes in the measured A V and r K values were insignificant (|∆A V | < 0.3, |∆r K | < 0.01) with larger uncertainties, however, than when derived from the whole available wavelength range. Accordingly, dwarf templates were fit to all target components in the whole 1.45-2.43 µm range.
The early spectral type (B9) of T 41 A is outside the range covered by the spectral library in use. This value was copied from the simbad 5 database. No additional spectral values were derived for this component since discussing it is beyond the scope of this study. No spectral type could be derived for the brown dwarf candidates T 14 B and CHXR 73 B since the S/N of both spectra was too low to use spectral features for the determination of the spectral type. Assuming a spectral type of M9.5 for CHXR 73 B , however, spectral fitting could be ran, resulting in an extinction value of A spec V = 1.6 ± 0.7 and veiling r K = 0.02 ± 0.17. The spectrum of T 33 A shows signs of strong extinction and veiling. From the shape of the continuum, it could be inferred that its spectral type is earlier than or equal to M3. Due to the strong veiling, however, photospheric features were not strong enough to further refine the SpT measurement. Luhman (2007) list T 33 A with a spectral type of G7, which the present data can neither confirm nor reject. The spectra of the components of ISO 126 and T 31 suffer from high veiling or extinction, or from both. Spectral fitting for these stars was impossible due to their weak absorption features.
We compared our results with spectral types and extinctions derived by Brandner & Zinnecker (1997) , who observed the individual components of T 27, T 31, and T 39 with optical photometry and spectroscopy. Their component spectral types are mostly identical to our NIR-derived values or agree to within 1 (T 31 B) or 2 (T 39 A) subclasses. Their extinction values, however, are lower by on average 0.6 mag for all target components except T 39 A. While this discrepancy can be explained by the subsequently assumed spectral type for this component, our systematically higher values might be a result of the insufficiently known dust properties and thus extinction laws in regions of star formation and circumstellar disks, which makes an accurate extrapolation of visual extinctions from near-IR measurements difficult (see, e.g., Nishiyama et al. 2009 ). The relative extinction measurements (Sect. 4.1.3) are not affected by these systematics.
Photometric vs. spectroscopic extinctions
The spectroscopic measurements provide an independent estimate of the interstellar extinction in addition to the photometric derivation in Sect. 3.1. Fig. 7 shows a comparison between both sets of extinction values. While the scatter around the line of equal extinctions is relatively high -deviations of 3 mag and more do appear -no systematic differences could be noticed. There is also no systematic difference between accreting components and non-accretors visible. The agreement between photometric and spectroscopic values indicates that the other spectroscopically inferred parameters (spectral type, veiling) are also on average compatible with the photometric results. Since the photometric determination of extinction, however, relies on shorter and thus more extinction-sensitive wavelengths (J−H color) than our spectroscopy (H+K), we used the photometrically derived values of all target components in the following. 
Effective temperatures and luminosities: the HR-diagram
Spectral types were converted to effective temperatures according to Schmidt-Kaler (1982) (earlier than M0) and Luhman et al. (2003) (later than or equal to M0). The luminosity of each target component was estimated from its absolute M J magnitude (assuming a distance to Cha I of 160±15 pc; Whittet et al. 1997) and bolometric corrections BC J (Hartigan et al. 1994 ). The luminosity uncertainties were calculated from the propagation of the uncertainties of all input parameters; they are dominated by the uncertainty in the distance measurement. Luminosities, effective temperatures, and stellar radii are listed in Table 4 and are used to compile the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram shown in Fig. 8. 
Stellar masses and ages
The HR-diagram enables us to derive ages and masses of all components when comparing target locations with model isochrones. To derive the age and mass values in Table 4 , models of Siess et al. (2000) were used. Because all derived values depend on the choice of model for the applied isochrones, a comparison of the same data with Palla & Stahler (1999) isochrones is shown in Fig. 9 . Qualitatively, there seems to be a slight bias toward younger ages in these latter models, because the sequence of low-color excess target components follows the 3 Myr isochrone of Palla & Stahler closely, while the same targets lie mostly below the 3 Myr isochrone of the Siess et al. (2000) models in Fig. 8 (see Sect. 4.1.3 for a discussion of the derived component ages). Moreover, masses below ∼0.2 M ⊙ appear on average to be slightly less massive when derived with the Palla & Stahler models instead of those by Siess et al. (2000) . In the following, the derived ages and masses from the Siess et al. isochrones were used to guarantee comparability with the ONC results from Daemgen et al. (2012) , where the same model was applied. The differences between the inferred parameters from both sets of isochrones are probably smaller than their intrinsic systematic uncertainties. While most results were only used for order of magnitude calculations, the inferred mass ratios, which is discussed in Sect. 4.2.2, have been shown to be quite Siess et al. (2000) . Filled red circles show spatially unresolved components, either close binary components of visual triple stars or spectroscopic binaries. Luminosities of these targets probably appear to be higher than single stars at the same T eff . Open blue squares show targets with strong near-IR excess (E(K s −L ′ ) > 0.5 or H−K s > 0.6) and filled blue squares all other components of the Chamaeleon I sample. In the lower left corner we present the average random error and the luminosity uncertainty introduced by 0.2 mag variability in J-band (estimated from measurements, see Sect.2.2.2). insensitive to the choice of isochrone (e.g., Correia et al. 2013; Lafrenière et al. 2008) .
As expected, Fig. 8 shows that unresolved binary stars have higher-than-average luminosities compared with individually observed components at the same T eff . Depending on the brightness ratio of these close components, the derived ages can appear artificially young. The same is true for stars with strong near-IR excess. While excess is typically assumed to be weak in the J-band (see, e.g., Meyer et al. 1997) , stars with overall strong excess emission can exhibit enough excess flux in Jband to significantly increase the estimated bolometric luminos- ity (Fischer et al. 2011) . Additionally, extinction might be overestimated, as discussed in Sect. 4.1.3, which can also lead to higher derived luminosities. These effects explain why the ten stars with the youngest derived ages are all either unresolved binaries or stars with strong color excess.
Accretion
Accretion activity was inferred from the existence of Brγ (21 665 Å) emission. To assess the strength of this line, we used the high-S/N spectral extraction.
Equivalent widths W Brγ
Equivalent widths were integrated in a 56Å-wide interval around the centered Brγ peak 6 . The continuum and noise background were estimated from regions shortward and longward of the line's central wavelength. Brγ measurements were performed on the calibrated spectra, correcting for veiling by applying Daemgen et al. 2012) . To correct for the intrinsic Brγ absorption of spectral types earlier than M1, we measured the equivalent width in the same wavelength range for the spectral sequence of dwarf stars in the IRTF database. The correlation between W Brγ and spectral type is shown in Fig. 10 and was fit by a quadratic polynomial
valid in a spectral type range between F0 and M1, with spectral types (SpT) measured as M0=0, M5=5, K0=−8, and so forth 7 . The absorption for spectral types later than M1 is low and no correction is applied here. Although a rather large correction is probably necessary, spectral types earlier than F0 remained uncorrected because the spectral template sequence does not ex-6 Absorption features are defined to have negative equivalent width values and emission is positive.
7 The adopted classification omits spectral types K8 and K9 tend to the earliest spectral type of this sample (T41 A, B9). The correction terms, tabulated in Table 5 , were applied as
resulting in equivalent widths W accr Brγ that are free of veiling and photospheric absorption. We assumed that the measured equivalent widths are a good indicator for the accretion, because Brγ has been found by Antoniucci et al. (2011) to be well correlated with the accretion luminosity of young low-mass stars, better than the other examined tracers Hα, Ca II, [O I], and Paβ. When the uncertainty of the equivalent width measurement was larger than the derived accretion signal, upper limits were derived from a noise measurement in the continuum surrounding λ Brγ . The resulting fully corrected equivalent widths or upper limits are listed in Table 4 .
To infer the presence of an accretion disk around all components, the disk probability (Daemgen et al. 2012 ) was calculated for each target component from the measured W accr Brγ , its uncertainty, and the local noise. The values are listed in Table 4 .
Line luminosities and mass accretion rates: L
Line luminosities were derived from the flux-calibrated and dereddened spectra and were converted to accretion luminosities using the emprical correlation log(L acc ) = (1.26 Muzerolle et al. (1998) . Mass accretion ratesṀ acc were calculated for all targets with significant accretion according tȯ (Gullbring et al. 1998) , assuming R in ≈ 5R * , with stellar radius R * derived from Stefan's law using the individual stellar luminosities and effective temperatures. Upper limits for target components with no detected Brγ emission were determined from the minimum-emission feature detectable with 3σ significance over the noise in the vicinity of the line. All inferred star and disk parameters are listed in Table 4 .
New companion candidate to T 33 B
T 33, also known as Glass I (Glass 1979) , was discovered to have a binary companion by Zinnecker et al. (1988) . Our new observations show for the first time clear indications that the secondary component T 33 B, which was reobserved by Ghez et al. (1997) with a separation of 2. ′′ 5±0. ′′ 5 and PA=(284±5)
• , itself consists of two stellar components (in the following called T 33 Ba and T 33 Bb; see Fig. 2 ). To test whether the newly detected tertiary component is a real companion, we considered component colors, the surrounding stellar density, and proper motion of the components.
The dereddened colors of the two components of T 33 B agree roughly with PMS colors (Luhman et al. 2010 ) of K7 and M1 spectral type. Alternatively, a spectral type of K4 can be assigned to the two components assuming that they are giants (Bessell & Brett 1988) . The spectral type of the combined light was derived to be M0.5 +1 −1.5 . Because the total light from the T 33 B system is dominated by its brighter component, this confirms the PMS nature of the primary of the T 33 B subsystem, since a spectral type as early as K4 can be excluded by the detected photospheric features in H+K. ′ around each star of their sample. For all but the widest components they calculated a probability of < 10 −4 for chance alignments. Since this includes the 2.
′′ 4 wide T 33 A+B system, the new component located only 0.
′′ 1 from T 33 B must have a considerably lower probability for a chance alignment, making a physical association very likely. To fully ascertain whether Bb is a background object or physically bound to the T 33 system we used proper motion measurements of the individual components. Two additional epochs of NACO observations taken during the past six years were available in the ESO archive 8 , both of which resolve T 33 B into two components. They use a similar instrumental setup as the current observations (K s filter, S13 camera). Together with the proper motion of T 33 A of δ RA = −40 mas/yr and δ DEC = +33 mas/yr (Teixeira et al. 2000) , the common proper motion is clearly confirmed: within the ∼five years between the first and last of the observed epochs, both T 33 Ba and T 33 Bb move less than 0.
′′ 05 in RA and DEC and in different directions relative to T 33 A (Fig. 11) . The expected motion of T 33 A of δ RA =0.
′′ 20 and δ DEC =0.
′′ 17 in the same time span renders the two components comoving with T 33 A, and thus T 33 is very likely a physically bound triple stellar system.
The residual motion between the components T 33 Ba and Bb is probably orbital motion. An estimate of the shortest orbital period using Newton's and Kepler's laws under the assumption of a circular orbit and that the last observation was at maximum elongation returns P min =102±15 yrs. Classification of T 33 BaBb as a binary that has been hiding its binary nature through aligning its components in an inclined orbit during the past few years explains why its binary nature has not been discovered before and why Nguyen et al. (2012) observed a deviant radial velocity of T 33 B from the rest of the cluster while no signal of spectroscopic binarity was detected. The full sample of 26 multiple (= 52 individually detected) objects comprises targets from a broad range of binary separations, component spectral types, and observational quality. To ensure the comparability and validity of the results, we defined in addition to the full sample of components with individually obtained spectroscopy (irrespective of the fact that they might be close binaries) two new samples, the extended sample and the restricted sample.
The full sample consists of all components "as observed". This disregards that some of these components may be unresolved visual or spectroscopic binaries. The extended sample, in contrast, is composed of all known individual components. Spectroscopic binaries as well as known visual components that remain unresolved by the present study each enter the sample as two individual components. Since not all individual stellar parameters are known, this sample will only be used for number statistics such as the disk frequency (Sect. 4.2.1), where the presence of disks in unresolved binaries can be inferred from the unresolved data. This sample grants the most pristine view to the data, since no additional restrictions to the original component sample are applied. The extended sample consists of 62 components (19 binaries, 4 triples, and 3 quadruple stars).
The restricted sample was composed to eliminate observational and compositional biases by applying the following selection criteria. (a) Spectral types must be in the range for T Tauri stars, i.e., later than G0. (b) All target components must be stellar. It is not clear whether the formation process of brown dwarfs is identical to that of stars. To exclude the effects of possibly different initial conditions, all brown dwarf candidates in the sample were excluded. (c) The information must be attributable to one stellar component. A few stars in the sample could not be resolved with our adaptive optics spectroscopy or are suspected spectroscopic binary candidates. This requirement limits the restricted sample to binaries with projected separations of 0.
′′ 15 or 25 au at the distance of Cha I. While these restrictions mean that some of the binary components are "singled", i.e., only one component enters the sample, it reduces the slight preference for primaries to have earlier spectral types than secondaries (see next paragraph and Fig. 12 ) since early-type primaries and latetype secondaries are removed.
The restricted sample comprises 43 components. If binary parameters are to be investigated with respect to the restricted sample, only binaries with both components in the restricted sample are considered. This restricted binary sample consists of 17 binaries. 
Spectral types
As can be seen in the spectral type distribution in Fig. 12 , the median spectral type of primary stars (M1.5) is earlier than that of the secondaries (M3). This is true for the full and restricted samples. To test whether the subsample of binary stars is representative for the population of Cha I members, we calculated the probabilities that the spectral types of primaries and secondaries are drawn from a common parent distribution with single stars of Cha I (Luhman 2004 (Luhman , 2007 , respectively. We limited the single-star sample to V<16.7 mag to account for the fact that the primaries were selected to serve as SINFONI adaptive optics reference stars. The resulting KS probability of 92% indicates that the distribution of primary star spectral types in this sample cannot be distinguished from the single star distribution. Secondary stars, however, are not subject to this selection bias and agree with the unconstrained sample of single stars (KS probability 19%). The apparent difference between the primary and secondary spectral type distributions in Fig. 12 by definition reflects the mass differences between the sets of primary and secondary components. This can produce biases when comparing the parameters of both populations since many parameters, such as stellar evolutionary timescales, are mass-dependent with the more massive components typically evolving faster than the less massive stars. The resulting differences of the inferred parameters are discussed in the subsequent sections when they are suspected to occur. . From their very red color of H−K >0.6 mag a strong near-IR excess can also be inferred for these binaries.
Relative extinctions and ages
In Fig. 13 we compare the photometric extinctions in both components of each binary. While most of the extinctions are identical for the components of the same binary, the multiples with significant differences in component extinction are mostly host to at least one very red component with near-infrared excess E(K s −L ′ ) > 0.5. If extinction is dominated by the degree of embeddedness of a binary in the molecular cloud, it is expected to be similar for both components of a binary. The presence of K s −L ′ color excess apparently leads to a different photometric extinction value for the respective component. Since the spectroscopically determined extinctions (see Table 4 ) show no such correlation (the values scatter almost uniformly around equal primary and secondary extinctions, though with a larger spread due to the larger uncertainties of A spec V ), additional systematic uncertainty of the photometric extinctions as a function of color excess may be present that do not affect the spectroscopically derived extinctions. A possible origin can either be an overestimation of the slope of the extinction vector in the (J−H)-(H−K s ) color-color diagram (Fig. 3) or an underestimation of the slope of the CTTS locus (which can be caused, for example, by assuming filter system transformations that do not accurately describe the filters in use) the result would be a mostly positive correlation of A V with the color-excess, as observed. In the following, we used the derived extinctions as measured and caution that a possible systematic uncertainty may be present with a median amplitude of 2 mag for high E(K s −L ′ ) components. If true, the luminosity of the respective components would be overestimated by on average 0.21 dex, comparable in size to the random uncertainty of the luminosity values, resulting in an age estimate that is younger than those derived in Table 4 by ∆ log τ ≈ 0.3 at M = 0.4 M ⊙ .
Taking these effects into consideration, the measured ages show that binary components are coeval. Fig. 14 compares the logarithmic isochronal primary and secondary ages from Table 4 . Binaries with at least one component with strong color 
′ could not be measured). Filled symbols with error bars are binaries with spatially separated components with low color excess. The dotted line is the reference for coeval ages.
excess or an unresolved binary component are mostly located off the sequence of equal-ages. This is due to overestimated luminosities of components with strong continuum excess or overestimated extinction and accordingly under-estimated ages. In contrast, all binaries with low-excess components are consistent with equal age components to within 1σ. To test whether the observations are compatible with the simultaneous formation of the two components of a binary, we compared the logarithmic age differences |∆ log τ| = | log τ prim − log τ sec | following Kraus & Hillenbrand (2009) . The rms scatter in |∆ log τ| is 0.03 dex, which is compared with 10000 randomly paired samples of the same size as the target sample, drawn from the primaries and secondaries with low veiling. Only 2% of the random samples have an rms scatter smaller than 0.03 dex. The binary sample is thus more coeval than the total sample of binary components with a significance of 2.3σ.
The median inferred age of the subset of low-r K components (excluding unresolved binaries) is 5.5 Myr, older than the 2-3 Myr derived by Luhman (2007) for a large sample of Cha I members with models of Baraffe et al. (1998) and Chabrier et al. (2000) . Even the systematically younger ages when using the Palla & Stahler (1999) models (see Fig. 9 ) produce a median age (4 Myr) that is older than the single-star value. Since it is unlikely that binaries are intrinsically older than single stars of the same region, this discrepancy must be due to either sample biases or a systematic difference in the derivations of luminosities and effective temperatures. While part of the difference might arise from the isochrones used, we found that the luminosities derived by Luhman (2007) are systematically higher than those derived in the binary sample. Part of this difference is due to the larger distance that Luhman assumes. The increase of the distance from 160 to 168 pc requires a luminosity increase of ∆ log L = 0.05 for all targets to match the observed J-band magnitudes. Furthermore, while a correction factor for unresolved binarity was applied by Luhman (2007) , he did not account for possible excess emission in J-band, which can lead to comparably high luminosities, as we see for the high-veiling components in the HR-diagram (Fig. 8) . This can lead to an underestimation of the median age. In fact, if one includes all binary components of the present sample irrespective of their veiling into the age estimation, a median age of 4.4 Myr is derived from the Siess et al. (2000) models and 2.6 Myr from Palla & Stahler (1999) .
A thorough absolute age determination should be repeated with a larger sample than the one presented here. Nevertheless, the age determination serves to confirm the similar relative ages of the binary components as discussed above. Coevality and equal component extinctions are in line with previous findings of binaries in Cha I (Brandner & Zinnecker 1997 ) and other star-forming regions (White & Ghez 2001; Kraus & Hillenbrand 2009 ).
4.2. The evolution of disks in Cha I binary components
Disk frequency
From the number of target components with K s −L ′ color excess that were used as an indicator for the presence of hot dust in the inner disk and those with significant Brγ emission, which indicate ongoing accretion activity, we determined the frequency of dust and accretion disks around the components of binaries in Cha I and compared it with disks around single stars of this region.
Accretion disks. The fraction of target components harboring accretion disks was determined from the individual disk probabilities in Table 4 as described in the appendix of Daemgen et al. (2012) . Some components have no good estimates for the veiling level. A correction of W Brγ is not possible for these targets, and the accretion strength might be significantly larger than measured. One of the reasons for an inaccessible veiling value is high veiling itself, since the line features used for the veiling estimation can be reduced in depth until they blend into the continuum noise. Excluding these targets may accordingly bias the sample against accretors. To avoid this bias, these targets were included with a neutral disk probability of 0.5. As a test, we also derived disk fractions assuming the limiting cases of 0% and 100% disk probability and found no significantly different results. In the following, we consider the extended and the restricted samples.
The extended sample of all components returns an accretion disk fraction of F ext = 18 +8 −6 %. This calculation is possible since all unresolved binaries except T 31 A show no Brγ emission and can be treated as consisting of two non-accreting components. T 31 A is a suspected SB2 and shows signs of accretion (W Brγ > 9.4 Å). The uncertainty of being host to one or two accreting components is included in the calculation of the disk frequency.
The restricted sample returns a very similar frequency of F restr = 16 +9 −6 %. Both calculations include only the information from the Brγ emission measurements. It is known that Brγ returns a lower fraction of accretors than the Hα feature, which, however, defines the classes of classical and weak-line T Tauri stars. This is due to the ∼100 times lower transition probability of Brγ excitation compared to Hα 9 . With the help of the correction factor f = 0.125 derived in Daemgen et al. (2012) from the fraction of accretors detected in Hα and Brγ and a number of N = 43 components in the restricted sample, the number of CTTS without Brγ emission is estimated to be 9 NIST Atomic Spectra Database, http://www.nist.gov/pml/data/asd.cfm . (Mohanty et al. 2005) . Assuming that binaries and single stars are born at the same time in the star formation history of a cluster, this indicates that binaries with separations of ∼25-1000 au finish accreting on a shorter timescale than single stars. To investigate this trend in more detail, we divided the sample into binaries with separations closer and wider than 100 au, close to the median separation of 119 au of the sample. The resulting fractions of F restr <100au = 10 +15 −5 % and F restr >100au = 23 +11 −8 % show that the accretion disk fraction is particularly low in the closest binaries of the sample, less than half of the wider sample. This corroborates theoretical expectations that the timescale for disk evolution is significantly shortened in binaries with separations <100 au, if one assumes a correlation of disk lifetime with the size of the (truncated) disk (e.g., Monin et al. 2007) . The fact that the reduction of disk frequency in wide binaries is less pronounced but still significant indicates that disk lifetimes can be shortened even if the truncation of the outer disk is only weak. This agrees with the results from the ONC (Daemgen et al. 2012) , where the sample of binaries does show a reduction of accretion disk frequency although only separations of ∼100-800 au and no closer pairs could be examined owing to the comparatively large distance of the ONC.
Inner dust disks. The frequency of inner dust disks F is measured from the number of targets with significant K s −L ′ excess in the nearly simultaneous photometry. A diagram of primary and secondary E(K s −L ′ ) is shown in Fig. 15 The values agree well with previous measurements of the disk frequency in binaries of Cha I. Damjanov et al. (2007) measured the frequency of targets with 8 or 24 µm excess in 15 spatially unresolved binaries and 2 triples in Cha I and derived a nominal frequency of multiples with disks of F = 35 +15 −13 %. Their value, obtained from 10-300 au binaries, agrees well with the fraction of components with K s −L ′ excess obtained from the extended sample. And indeed, when applying the selection criteria of the restricted sample to the Damjanov et al. binary sample, the inferred hot dust disk fraction increases to 42%, since the fraction of binaries with separations 25 au that show no signs of dust excess is high (four out of five). This is compatible with the fraction found for the restricted sample of binaries.
The extended and in particular the restricted inner disk fractions of Cha I binaries are compatible with the average Cha I single star value of ∼47-55% (with weak fluctuations depending on stellar mass) found from photometric excess in the Spitzer/IRAC bands between 3.6 µm and 24 µm (Luhman et al. 2008; Damjanov et al. 2007) . A significant reduction of disk presence compared to single stars is mostly visible in close binaries: out of 16 components that are part of spectroscopic or visual binaries with separations < 25 au, only 3 or 4, depending on whether the spectroscopic binary T 31 A has one or two diskbearing components, were found with significant K s −L ′ excess, a fraction of 19-25%. The inclusion of close binaries explains why the extended sample shows a lower disk fraction than the restricted sample.
The correlation of inner disk presence and accretion. The fraction of inner dust disks around binary components is significantly higher than the accretion disk fraction. Figure 16 compares measured Brγ equivalent widths with the near-IR color excess. While all accreting components show significant color excess, a nominal fraction of 65% of the binary components with near-infrared excess shows no signs of accretion in Brγ. This reduces to 55% when accounting for the fact that ISO 126, the binary with the two components with the strongest near-IR excess, has been found to be accreting in Hα studies (Saffe et al. 2003 ). This fraction is significantly higher than for Cha I single stars according to the study by Damjanov et al. (2007) , who found 6 of 21 stars with inner dust disks (inferred from This discrepancy of the accretion and dust disk presence has been observed not only for Cha I, but in several star-forming regions, making a stochastic explanation accretion variability unlikely. We conclude that the approximately exponential decay of disk frequency is more rapid for accretion disks (time constant τ acc ≈ 2.3 Myr) than for hot inner dust disks (τ dust ≈ 3 Myr; Fedele et al. 2010) . Binary companions in Cha I apparently amplify the effect that accretion disks disappear before dust disks around the same stars. Possible reasons are an inside-out disk evolution, UV irradiation from the star, or planet formation and migration. A detailed discussion will follow in a forthcoming paper (Daemgen et al. 2013 ). by the full sample. The population of these classes agrees well with random pairing of the number of individual accretors and non-accretors in the restricted sample. About one CC binary would be expected, ∼four mixed pairs, and the rest (∼12) are expected to be WW. This indicates that the existence of a disk around one Cha I binary component has no impact on the probability of finding another disk around the other component, and both components can be treated as independent in terms of their disk probability. The effect of disk synchronization that was detected for ONC binaries (Daemgen et al. 2012 ) is not observed here. This is probably because Cha I is older than the ONC. However, a preference for mixed systems with an accreting primary can be observed. WC systems appear more scarce than CW as observed in previous studies of Taurus and other star-forming regions (Monin et al. 2007 ), but it was not confirmed by, e.g., data of the ONC (4×CW and 3×WC; Daemgen et al. 2012) .
The paucity of WC systems in Cha I points to either a bias against their detection or a different formation and/or evolution of secondary disks as a function of the cluster environment. Since binaries in this sample were selected from an adaptive optics search for companions, no preference for or against accreting secondary components is expected. The accretion measurements might even be in favor of the detection of accretion in the fainter secondary spectra since the detection limit of the mass accretion rate is lower the fainter the system. In fact, the only accreting secondary component in this study has the lowest detected mass accretion rate, below the upper limits of most other components (see Sect. 4.2.3 and Fig. 19 ). The fact that, independently of spectral type, secondaries systematically show no or only very weak accretion indicates that we see a real effect of the binary environment rather than a selection effect. A real paucity of mixed systems with accreting secondaries in Cha I is therefore the most plausible explanation. Assuming that almost all binaries start in a CC configuration (more than 60% of all binaries in the very young 1-2 Myr Taurus association are CC White & Ghez 2001; McCabe et al. 2006; Kenyon & Hartmann 1995) , this observation points to a more rapid evolution of the disk around the less massive component.
While the above considerations show that the spectral type and thus the absolute mass of the binary components is unlikely to cause a preference for mixed systems, we explored the possibility that the relative disk lifetimes of primaries and secondaries are governed by the relative masses of the stellar components, i.e., the component mass ratios q = M sec /M prim . Fig. 18 shows the mass ratio as a function of binary separation, indicating the accretion type as well. The diagram features mixed systems only with mass ratios below q = 0.8, while 5 out of 12 WW systems measure q 0.8. This suggests a mass ratio-dependent mechanism: owing to its smaller Roche lobe size, disk truncation is stronger for the less massive component, which may lead to a shorter disk lifetime due to an early-ceasing angular momentum transport (Artymowicz & Lubow 1994) . A reduction of secondary disk lifetime agrees with theoretical expectations (it scales with disk radius R roughly as R −0.5..1 for a viscous disk), although a significant difference between primary and secondary disk lifetime is only expected for mass ratios q < 0.5 (Monin et al. 2007) .
While mass ratios together with viscous disk evolution can explain at least part of the observed CW systems, the more massive component is always predicted to keep its disk for longer. Accordingly no WC systems would form. That these systems are 11 T 39 B is a spectroscopic binary candidate, which might explain its higher inferred mass. Red open circles show binaries with two non-accreting components (WW), blue triangles (up) show mixed systems with an accreting primary and green triangles (down) with an accreting secondary from the restricted sample. Gray symbols represent targets that are in the full sample but not in the restricted sample. There are two binaries (Hn 4, T 39 AB 11 both WW) where the mass of the fainter component is calculated to be higher than the primary's mass. The inverse q −1 is plotted for these. nevertheless observed might be partly due to projection effects. Disks in very wide systems that only appear close due to projection may evolve without notice of the other star if their outer tidal truncation radius is larger than the size of a typical disk, i.e., for binary separations ≫1000 au. On one hand, unrelated systems can form in any configuration since the lifetime of an individual disk can be anywhere between < 1 and ∼10 Myr. On the other hand, WC systems might even be preferred for very wide and unrelated components, since it was found that the frequency of disks around single stars declines with increasing stellar mass (e.g., Lada et al. 2006; Carpenter et al. 2006) .
Mass accretion in Cha I binaries
Mass accretion rates are shown as a function of stellar mass in Fig. 19 . The new Cha I binary data are compared with single star mass accretion rates from Antoniucci et al. (2011) . Because these were obtained from the same indicator, Brγ emission, no systematic biases are expected. The distributions of the two populations, Cha I binary components and single stars, qualitatively agree in the log(Ṁ)-log(M * ) diagram. There are, however, too few accretors in the binary sample to statistically confirm or reject agreement with the relationṀ ∝ M 1.95 * proposed by Antoniucci et al. (2011) .
Interestingly, all accreting components in this sample were observed at masses ≥ 0.32 M ⊙ , i.e., 100% of all accretors are among the most massive ∼60% of all components in the binary sample. A KS-test returns a 87% chance that the masses of accretors and nonaccretors are drawn from different parent populations. This is neither due to limited sensitivity -the detection limits are mostly below the log(Ṁ)-log(M * ) relation of accretors by about 0.5 magnitudes -nor a general property of Cha I accretors: Antoniucci et al. (2011) did detect single stars with masses < 0.32 M ⊙ with significant accretion. This corroborates the pre- viously inferred low relevance of spectral type or mass for the existence of accretion signatures of secondary stars: since lowmass accretors < 0.32 M ⊙ do exist in Cha I singles, but none are observed in binaries (neither primary nor secondary), it is not the lower mass of the secondary that reduces the chance of dealing with an accreting star, but the presence of a more massive stellar companion is the most likely cause for the disappearance of the disk around the secondary.
While these considerations suggest a dependence of accretion parameters on binary parameters, the small number of binaries in Cha I and the low fraction of accretors limits the statistical significance of these results in Chamaeleon I. Future exploration of mass accretion rates must therefore rely on the compilation of data from various star-forming regions.
Conclusions
We have presented an observational near-infrared study of the individual components of 19 T Tauri binary stars and 7 triples, including one newly resolved tertiary component, in the Chamaeleon I star forming region. The target sample covers close to all currently known multiples in the separation range between 0.
′′ 2 and 6 ′′ . Imaging data in JHK s L ′ bands were taken with VLT/NACO together with close-in-time 1.5-2.5µm integral field spectroscopy with VLT/SINFONI, covering the accretioninduced Brackett-γ feature. The combined data set enabled us to measure the relative position, magnitude, color, spectral type, and the equivalent width of Brγ emission of each individual component. Stellar luminosities and effective temperatures were calculated, which enabled us to derive stellar component masses, ages, and radii through a comparison with pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks. This information was combined with the derived probabilities for the existence of hot circumstellar dust, as inferred from K s −L ′ color excess, and accretion disks from Brγ emission. The data enable us to conclude the following:
1. The components of a binary are more coeval than random pairs of Cha I binary components, with a significance of 2.3σ. 2. Components of binary stars in Cha I show signs of accretion less often than single stars in the same region. From the new data of T Tauri binaries with separations of 25-1000 au, a fraction of F = 19
+9
−6 % of all stellar components has been inferred to harbor an accretion disk. This is less than half of the single star disk fraction in Cha I of F single = 44 ± 8%. Apparently, the presence of a stellar binary component causes accretion to cease earlier. A reduction of the accretion disk frequency is particularly pronounced in close binary systems of separations 25-100 au where the accretion disk frequency F <100au = 10 +15 −5 % is less than half of the accretion fraction in wider binaries (100-1000 au, F >100au = 23 +11 −8 %). 3. The dust disk fraction of binary components is indistinguishable from that of single stars. F = 50
+30
−15 % of all binaries with separations between 25 and 1000 au were found with K s −L ′ excess, identical to the measured value in singles. The frequency of hot circumstellar dust around the components of binary systems with separations 25 au, in contrast, is reduced to 25%. 4. All accreting components were found to be members of mixed pairs of accreting and non-accreting components. The presence of a disk around either binary component appears to be unrelated with the disk around the other component, suggesting no synchronized disk evolution. Mixed systems were not found with equal component masses, but their mass ratios are always below q = 0.8. Pairs without accreting components occupy a range of mass ratios including close-to equal-mass binaries with q > 0.8. Unequal component masses and the induced stronger disk truncation of the less massive component are a possible explanation for the differential disk evolution. 5. Out of the seven identified accretors only one is a secondary star, i.e., the less massive star in the respective binary system. This is also the weakest accretor found in the sample. This suggests that accreting secondaries are rare and/or only weakly accreting. The existence of single stars with masses comparable to those of the binary components but significantly stronger accretion indicate that this is a consequence of the presence of a higher-mass stellar companion to a diskhosting star. 6. The measured mass accretion rates of binary components agree well with the mass accretion rates of single stars of Cha I for components > 0.3 M ⊙ . Accreting binary components with masses below 0.3 M ⊙ , however, are less frequently observed than around single stars. Table 3 for a list). The spectra of CHXR 73 B and T 14 B are shown binned by a factor of 4.
